
David S. Wall 

P.O. Box 756  Newberg, Oregon  97132; [(408)-287-6878] 

Via Electronic Mail 

March 21, 2019 

To: House Committee on Energy and Environment; Representatives Noble; Post; Senator: Thatcher 
 

 Re: [HB 2856]: I SUPPORT this great and overdue legislation! 

Representative Helm (and the good folks on HCE&E) have hit one "out of the park" with this legislative 

milestone to protect the most valuable resource we have- No, not Oregon  legislators- precious groundwater. 

Since other testimonies will shower additional praise upon yourselves, this testimony will be focused on 

providing ideas for additional long-term funding sources. 

First, you must construct a formidable "RESTRICTED USE FUND" to FUND this program and to keep the 

morons that are unfortunately in your midst from trying to raid this FUND to pay for, let's say, sex-change 

operations for illegal aliens which may sound far-fetched but, when one reads [HB 2003] all bets-are-off 

when it comes to the legislative adventures of space cadets Rep. Kotex and Rep. Keny-Guyer. 

Additional "mandatory-non-waivable" funding sources to be deposited in the "RESTRICTED USE FUND" 

could come from a wide-range of sources, a few examples are; system development charges attached to all 

construction projects, water utilities, utilities that use large volumes of water and et cetera.  

Leave property taxes alone! 

 

It would be prudent to hold discussions with the Department of Revenue and all relevant Senate and House 

Committees to establish and carry out; "mandatory-non-waivable" funding sources, FUND management and 

performance and financial audits. Discussions with [Oregon State's and University of Oregon's]: Chemistry, 

Microbiology, Biology, Forest, Engineering Departments ( and other Oregon Universities including high-

schools) for inclusion in "state-wide laboratory testing" to support and make improvements to establish an 

analytically comprehensive monitoring program. 

If you construct the [HB 2856] program efficiently and thoroughly, it not only will protect and stabilize 

groundwater supplies but, it will initiate a renaissance in; [water testing; hydrology, geology, engineering, 

biological and other related] technologies which will stimulate Oregon's economy while slowing Oregon's 

descension and conversion into California del Norté. ( Legislating Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) 

expansions to accommodate; no income, very low income, low income, inclusionary housing  and other 

pernicious, predatory "housing and utility developments" occurring in rural areas is bad enough [HB 4006, 

HB 2003]; when all other detrimental "land-use decisions" which also expands UGBs are combined, the 

results are; merciless and unabated attacks upon Oregon's priceless and irreplaceable farm lands and  dooms 

Oregon to be the northern slum of California in perpetuity, while systematically and irreversibly destroying 

Oregon's agricultural economy and heritage as a mere "by-product" of the degenerative legislative conduct of 

the accursed socialist's manifesto.) 

 

You have a chance to achieve political immortality and set Oregon above all other "sanctuary states" in the 

"New Confederacy" by passage of [HB 2856] if you construct this legislation using the skeletal framework 

referenced and incorporated herein. 

                                                                                                                                Respectfully submitted, 

                                                                                                                                   /s/ David S. Wall 


